
The netis outdoor omni-directional antenna PA115 operates in the 2.4~2.4835 GHz band and provides 15dBi omni-

directional operation, which largely extends the wireless range and delivers much better wireless performance. The 

antenna offers the N Type connector guaranteeing wider compatibility with most of the outdoor wireless equipments. 

And the weather proof design makes it more suitable for various weather conditions.

Features:

2.4GHz 15dBi Outdoor 
Omni-directional Antenna

PA115

What it does:
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 Easy Network, Trustable

> Complies with all 802.11n/b/g (2.4GHz)products

> 15dBi Outdoor Omni-directional operation boosts your signal to a higher range

> N Type connector, works with most wireless outdoor AP/Router

> Weather proof design, suitable for various weather conditions
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Wireless
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Frequency Range

Impedance

Gain

2.4GHz~2.4835GHz

50 Ohms

15dBi

FCC, CE

Others

Certification

Environment

Package
1*PA115
1*Installation Mounting Kits
1* Installation Guide

Omni-directionalRadiation

S.W.R.

Polarization

Connector Type

<=2.0

Linear, Vertical

N Type

Application Outdoor

Specifications:

Operating Temperature: -40℃~65℃ (-40℉~149℉)��������������Storage Temperature: -40℉~80℉ (-40℉~176℉)

Operating Humidity: 10%~90% non-condensing                       Storage Humidity: 5%~90% non-condensing 

300Mbps Wireless N 
Access Point

PA115
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